
Flat Minutes
Whose here: Victoria, Brian, Zinta, Kryzsztof, Finn, Farid, Alyssa, Rea
Finn doesn't like the salad check in – should be more about how we are doing...
Everyone but Farid liked Alissa's salad best.
Salad'jective: "Top Notch!"
1. Volunteer Coordinator:
Do at retreat, to find a great new way of sharing our responsibilities.
2. Budget.
Redoing budget. Summary!
Expecting $9000 in sales. Last year we did twice as much "money selling" as the year previous. The
flat is a growing beast. ooh... This year we might make even more! DESERT ISLAND TRIP in the
works!
Materials and supplies expenses is waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay more than last year. Lots of
complicated reasons which we won't go into. Finn doesn't quite understand it. Both the year-end issue
and buying different stuff makes it more expensive. We are spending much more than before.
Bike Bike expenses: 1900$, less than we were expecting. Flat is only covering $400, rest is ambassador
fund.
Taking out some stuff from the budget: repairs and maintenance.
Set aside $500 for stipends for people giving workshop. Finn doesn't know if it has been happening.

SSMU isn't a bank account, doesn't give out cash.
According to SSMU, people haven't been eating food. We should buy more food. Finn is changing the
budget so that we have about $200 for food, formally. Thus far we have recorded about $40.
The $200 is OK.
Stipends issue: line is scrapped. Stipends will be autonomously managed.
Right now, we are running a deficit: $1500. year-end: may. HOLY SHIT.
$2200 until may to spend on materials until May.
Future policy: we buy the materials for next year at the beginning of next fiscal year (June).
For big money projects: we can ask for money from green fund, etc. if there is a specific project - easier
to get money for it.
BUDGET DONE WE ARE RICH.
Retreat: Food will be talked about after the meeting.
Anti-O. Ben, talk to rea.
Taskerade: Saturday 20th.
Pricing: Kryz got a whole bunch of stuff. We are selling stuff under MSRP. Now we can decide on
things!
Lots of stuff not on PC.
Cyborg Lights: $7.90.
Turtle Light: $3
Frog: $5
Decided on 75%.
Helmet fashion show.
Kryzsztof has a pinhead.
Nineleven helmets are inappropriate.
$25&$20
We have brakes! Half of them have recessed brake bolts, other half don't.
We got patchkits.
Next time: Move night, anti-o, taskerade.
Join us next time! Hooray!


